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Tel:

0203 475 4701
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CK International House
1–6 Yarmouth Place
London, W1J 7BU
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FELLOW

FELLOWS
Why become a fellow?
Recognition of outstanding nuclear professionalism with
post-nominal letters (FNucI)
Fellowship increases your value both to your company and to potential
employers nationally and internationally – it’s our top status in the
nuclear sector in the UK. As a Fellow of the Nuclear Institute (FNucI),
you’re recognised as displaying exceptional professionalism and
competence in your work in the nuclear sector.

Share your experience to shape to the industry
Write for the journal, sit on a committee, or help out with STEM
activities – these are just some of the ways you can share your
experience through the Nuclear Institute. Not only will you contribute
to the future of the industry, but it looks great on the CV, too.

Expand your knowledge base with the Nuclear Future journal

Key benefits:
of exceptional
• Acknowledgement
professionalism in the nuclear sector
with industry-recognised post-nominals
(FNucI).
and expand your knowledge
• Share
through Nuclear Institute lectures,
seminars, and technical tours

• Contribute to government consultations
• Discounts for all Nuclear Institute events
contacts across the nuclear
• Build
industry
a community (Young Generation
• Join
Network, Women in Nuclear, NI
Branches, Special Interest Groups, etc)

Keep up to date with the industry through the bi-monthly Nuclear
Future magazine. Sent to all full members of the Nuclear Institute, it’s
full of cutting edge, in-depth articles addressing issues and tackling
challenges across the nuclear industry.

the bi-monthly Nuclear Future
• Receive
journal

Mentoring and networking opportunities

Membership grades for
each step of your career

You’ll make contacts throughout the country with like-minded
individuals working in nuclear through groups, events, and functions.
Cultivate friendships with experienced, innovative nuclear professionals
on the front line of science and technology, and help mentor
enthusiastic, young people working in nuclear to develop their careers.

Keeping up with an evolving industry through specialised events
You’re always learning in a career in nuclear as the industry continues
to evolve and change with new discoveries – that’s what makes it such
an interesting industry to work in. Develop your skills and knowledge
base through the industry-specific regional and national events the
Nuclear Institute offers throughout the year.

There are four grades of membership
for the Nuclear Institute – fellow,
member, associate, and affiliate.
These grades provide support at the
various levels of your nuclear career
through tailored events, networking
opportunities, and professional
recognition. For more information, please
visit www.nuclearinst.com/membership.

Apply online
To apply, go to our website
www.nuclearinst.com/professionalmember/fellow and complete the online
form. You can pay the membership and
annual fee through our secure online
payment system – the fees are listed on
the website.

